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Network



Our Vision

To Enable everyone, everywhere, to create

To be the place where creators connect

Incredible Content
Our Mission



Are you...

Then it’s time to join our

Global Partner Network (GPN)

An active reseller, systems integrator or industry professional with expertise in image 
enhancement, digital restoration, standards conversion & color-grading dealing with:

Wanting the opportunity to generate revenue & help drive the product sales, 
education & support of a Globally recognised and trusted brand?

Museums | Content Libraries | Government Departments | Studios 
Broadcasters | National Archives | Post-production | Media Asset managers (MAM) 



we Are...

We sell best in class image enhancement software around the world 
in easy to deliver packages to suit your customer needs...

https://filmworkz.com


Trusted By



What our customers say
The quality of Filmworkz’s tools is much better than any other vendor in 
industry, I say that based on our own work and results. Using Filmworkz’s 
software has meant that Screenbound has ‘managed to bring some dead 
footage back to life’ and that ‘restoration results with other vendors are 
not even comparable with Phoenix – that’s for sure!

Vincent Vardnoush  | Restoration artist, Head of Post Production at 
Screenbound

I needed something which can do what I do 
for months in days. It was a big investment at 
the time, but it was my journey to go to a 
further level and I can only thank Filmworkz 
for being so responsive to my wish. Anything I 
needed, I would ask, and it would be passed 
on to the engineering team who would come 
back with a solution; the synergy of the 
development of the product with the end user 
kept in mind was something that I had not 
expected. The updates that I received with the 
corrections were fabulous! The best part 
about Filmworkz is the continuous research, 
development and additional features.

Koushik Bhattacharya | Restoration artist at Quality 
Matters

The show jumps from one camera format, to television, to an interview set 
up, to go pro; so a lot of the time there are big jumps in detail and resolution 
and sharpness. DVO tools are fantastic for helping you manage the camera 
formats together. 

Will Coker | Colorist, Picturesho�

Michael coronado | Restoration artist at du�litech�

‘It’s almost like visual effects, it does so much more than just removing, you have so much control of the software. I can make 
changes in &ve minutes and my clients will be surprised and say )how’d you do that. Phoenix kind of saved our jobs. "e are 
competing now, not just with coastal cities, but globally, with restoration artists who are doing a great job as well.’



You’re in good company



GPN Charter
Once you’re a member of our GPN our Charter outlines how you’ll…

Provide insights
into your local market to identify the best sales opportunities for our products and services

Identify/attend 
key events in your region

Promote marketing & core values
on your social media channels using our Content Bank

Generate a sales pipeline
and provide comprehensive data on all leads and deal progress

Carry out demos & Training
where necessary as part of our Classroom Initiative

Be our Link 
to report customer feedback, user experience, and product development requests

Help create effective sales proposals
and solutions for leads to effectively demonstrate product value and maximise conversions

Provide regular feedback
and update sessions via monthly catch-ups and reports

Infect your customer base with enthusiasm
for our products and brand



you’ll get...
Commission

Promotion 

First mover Advantage

to Become our exclusive partner

A Content bank

Access to Classroom & Teachers’ Lounge

Our Full support

at fantastic rates

of your brand to our Global Community

on new products and features

in your region

full of Incredible and regularly updated collateral

with the ability to provide paid and accredited training programmes
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wanna know

More?
Apply

GPN

Website

https://filmworkz.com/global-partner-network/
https://filmworkz.com
mailto:sales@filmworkz.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/filmworkz/
https://www.facebook.com/wearefilmworkz
https://www.instagram.com/wearefilmworkz/
https://www.youtube.com/@filmworkz6883
https://letterboxd.com/WeAreFilmworkz/
https://vimeo.com/filmworkz
https://twitter.com/wearefilmworkz
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